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Driving off-road/track in Iceland is illegal. Drivers will be fined.

SLOW
SLOW

Stay on the road/track
at all times

SLOW
SLOW

Slow down and stay on
the road when passing others

SLOW
SLOW

Drive slowly over obstacles
on the road – don’t go around

Respect nature - no playing

No shortcuts

All off-road/track driving
is illegal
OK

Be on guard report illegal activity to the police tel. 112 or rangers if you witness off-road/track driving.
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what is off-road/track
OFF-ROAD/TRACK
DRIVINg?is illegal. Drivers will be fined.
Driving
in Iceland
Off-road/track driving is when a vehicle leaves a recognised road or
track. It is illegal in Iceland. Drivers are subject to fines or imprisonment.

Why is all off-road/track driving illegal?
Vehicle tracks form easily in Iceland‘s volcanic soils. They are often
permanent, whether
the ground is vegetated or has noSLOW
vegetation at all.
SLOW
SLOW
SLOW
Besides being an eyesore, vehicle tracks damage vegetation and cause
Stay on the road/track
Slow down and stay on the
soil erosion.

at all times

road when passing others

Passing another vehicle - stopping for a break
1.

2.

3.
STOP

SLOW
SLOW

Drive slowly over obstacles
on the road – don’t go around

SlOW
SlOW

Respect nature -no playing

Home - safetravel.is

http://www.safetravel.is

STAY INFORMED – travel safely

No shortcuts

www.safetravel.is
http://kaywa.me/sqe2v

has essential safety information
and tips for your tour in Iceland.

Always obtain information on the route
you plan to use. Respect seasonal traffic
restrictions. For information on road
conditions and weather see www.road.is
or call 1778.All off-road/track driving

is illegal

OK
IN EMERGENCY
CALL 112

Download the Kaywa QR Code Reader (App Store &Android Market) and scan your code!

Be on guard report illegal activity to the police tel. 112 or rangers if you witness off-road/track driving.
The Icelandic Road and
Coastal Administration

Lögreglan
Police

